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“The mimicry element of computer
games is much stronger than in
non-electronic games. If someone
could explain why that is so, it
would be very interesting.”
- Jesper Juul, 2002
Although I won’t attempt a comprehensive explanation, this statement serves well as a starting
point for my argument. In my usual
mode of auto ethnographic exploration, I have encountered the
solitary performer, who I believe
can shed some light on the issue.

Say hello to my alter-ego Kaori.
She is one of the characters in the
snowboarding game SSX Tricky. I
have tried all of the characters but
I don’t like playing with anyone else
than Kaori. In fact, it almost feels a
bit like I’m cheating on her when I
play with the busty blonde Elise.
The main reason I like Kaori is that
her characteristics fit my style of
playing. She is excellent at performing tricks which is what I enjoy the
most, but not so good at racing
which I don’t care for anyway.
But I also like being Kaori because
she is so different from me. As
you can see, she is a small japanese girl with a fashion sense that
could be labeled “school-girl pink”.
These characteristics can all be
considered to be opposites compared to my physical manifestation
which makes it a bit more exciting
to “be” Kaori.

First Encounter: Freeriding in
SSX Tricky

In SSX Tricky there is a mode of playing called ‘free ride’. What distinguishes free riding from the other modes is that the elements connceted to
competiton and measurement of performance have been excluded. Not only
is there no counter showing how many points the player is accumulaing or
a clock starting when passing the starting line, even the starting line itself
has been removed.
There is also a track called Untracked that is only available in free ride
mode where you get dropped off from a helicopter that picks you up again
at the bottom of the hill. The connection to off-piste snowboarding is
straightforward enough, but what might be a bit more puzzling is why this
should be interesting to do in a video game.
Riding a real snowboard is a very physical experience which has everything
to do with using the body. Free riding in SSX Tricky has nothing to do with
controlling the physical body (thumbs excluded). Instead, I believe, free
riding in SSX Tricky should be considered as a form of performance.

How many people does it take
to make a performance?

Performances like theatre or the circus demands an audience to become
meaningful. It is not just the performing itself that is the point, but also the
reception of the performance by the audience which leads to a form of interaction between the performer and the audience.
But freeriding in SSX Tricky shows that it actually is possible to perform by
yourself. The trick (no pun intended) is to externalise a representation of
yourself, in this case Kaori.
By sitting in my sofa controlling Kaori on the screen I manage to be both
performer and audience at the same time. I both enjoy the “feel” of fantasy
snowboarding, and the excitement of watching someone that is a representation of me, but at the same time something very far from my usual self, performing stunts that sometimes amazes even to me.

Simulating FantasY
The SSX games have received nearly unpresedented acclaim by the
gaming press. One of the things that has been praised is how it feels
exactly like really snowboarding.
I understand exactly what they mean when they say this. Much of the
joy of playing SSX Tricky comes from the “feeling” derived from sound,
visuals and haptic feedback through the gamepad. The difference
between being on an icy surface or in deep powder snow is considerable
and feels “authentic”.
But since I’m also an occasional snowboarder in the physical realm, I
know that SSX has absolutely nothing to do with real snowboarding. If
you’re a master at SSX Tricky and have been contemplating trying out
one of those Übertricks the next time you go to the Swiss alps, DON’T!
My conclsion is that SSX Tricky is a very good simulation of a fantasy
about snowboarding, not of the activity itself.

Second encounter: Travelling in
Rez

In the shoot ‘em up game Rez there is a mode similar to free riding called ‘travelling’. In travel mode you play the game as usual but without the risk of getting
killed.
Here, the performance part is more emphasized than in SSX Tricky. All the actions
you make - such as locking on a target, shooting etc. - are accompanied by sounds
(think 80’s drum machine) that mix with the techno-style soundtrack. This means
that you are interactively involved in creating the soundtrack at the same time as
you’re playing the game. If you play in normal mode, you won’t have much time to
spend on aesthetic considerations, but when you play in travel mode you soon start
timing your actions to the soundtrack in order to enhance the flow of the music. At
that point it gets unclear if you’re actually playing a game or if you’re playing music
to an audience of one, you.
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Traditional elements of games such as conquering, beating and mastering are
to a large extent absent when free riding or travelling. Instead the player gives
a performance with himself as audience. The performance becomes enjoyable
partly because there is a suitable distance between the player and the
representation. The distance has to be wide enough so that the player doesn’t
know exactly what the representation on the screen will do next despite the fact
that it is the player that controls the representation. But at the same time the
player has to be able to identify with the representation and feel “at home” in
the game world even if it is a fantasy world. This implies a level of complexity
in the mimicry element of the game that only is achieveable by the use of
computer technology.

